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Erabella  is a melodic hardcore band from Algonquin, Illinois. The band is comprised 
of members; Chris Hughes (vocals), Jovany Parra (guitar), Connor Rennels (guitar), 
Jon Martin (drums), and Austin Reid (bass). The group formed in early 2017 with one 
goal in mind: to be one of the most energetic and exciting live bands that audiences 
will want to see.  

In mid-July of 2017, Erabella traveled to industry professional Josh Schroeder to record 
their newest record,  Kingdoms EP.  Josh is responsible for recording albums for bands 
such as; In Hearts Wake, The Plot In You, The Color Morale, The Browning, and many 
more. With a brand new sound and image, Erabella waited eagerly to release the new 
material knowing that the time spent together growing as a band was well worth it. 

In the fall of 2017, Erabella partnered with Defiled Managment; and in the early months 
of spring of 2018, the band signed to PR firm, Seek and Strike in an effort to help push 
their music careers to the next level. 

On June 1st of 2018, the Kingdoms EP was officialy released via Spotify, iTunes/Apple 
Music, Amazon, and Youtube.  The record recieved over 22,000 streams on spotify in one 
month.  Simultaneously,  the band grew it’s Spotify monthly listeners to 6,000+ and has 
been growing  steadily since. 



BEHIND THE MUSIC
Erabella creates a type of music that touches both introverts and extroverts 
and does its best to reach out and connect with those that are going through 
struggles. Whether they be external or internal, Erabella strives to relay the 
fact that no matter how tall the mountain is, it is still climbable. The band’s 
goal is to create music that not only touches audiences musically, but also 
emotionally. With their EP, Kingdoms, the band hopes to achieve the outcome 
of reaching out and touching those who may feel that their voice or concerns 
are not heard or noticed. Erabella hopes that Kingdoms will shed light on the 
issues that often go ignored.



KEY SHOWS
BAND         VENUE        DRAW
Upon A Burning Body       The Wire | Berwyn, IL               270
Miss May I

All Locals Show          Township | Chicago, IL   Sold Out

Anti Flag           Bottom Lounge | Chicago, IL    300 
Stray From The Path

War of Ages, Convictions          The Wire | Berwyn, IL             150 
Earth Groans  
 
Kingdoms EP Release Show    The Wire | Berwyn, IL             250 

TOURS
The Illuminated Kingdoms Tour         6/9/18-6/17/18
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